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Fiction



EL CONFIDENT

Inspired by a real gang fight that occurred in Barcelona between
2016 and 2017.

(The Confident)

A thrilling fight on multiple fronts
against an increasing war of gangs in the

streets of Barcelona

Franc esc Xavier Álvarez

Crime

A superb style, written like a True Crime.

3
4

2
1

An evergrowing tension, built around the point of view of the
confronted characters.

Francesc Xavier stands as an undeniable expert on Criminology, a
knowledge clearly reflected in each of his works.

Original title: El confident
Original language: Catalan

288 pages
Published in 2023

Penguin Random House 1



LIBELO
DE SANGRE

The novel that explores in detail historical Madrid, as it did The
Cathedral of the Sea, the great novel of Barcelona.

A must-read for historical novel enjoyers, with a fantastic portrait
of the society and prejudices of seventeenth-century Madrid.

3
4

2
1

A close portrait of the Spanish Inquisition, one of the most
infamous institutions in history.

A desperate race against time that will hook the reader up until
the very end.

(Libel of Blood)
Sandra Aza

A heart-skipping race against time
to save his parents from the Inquisition,

solving the murder that has horrified Golden
Century’s Madrid

Historical

Original title: Libelo de Sangre
Original language: Spanish

800 pages
Published in 2023

Grupo Planeta 2



TÀNDEM

A delightful portrait of a love that runs from monotony, and opens
room to the joy of pedaling together towards second oportunities.

Sold up to 30.000 copies in three months and was the top 1 most
sold through 21 consecutive weeks!

3
4

2
1

From the international bestseller author, Maria Barbal: the most
influential writer in Catalan literature today.

Already sold to 5 languages: Catalan (Columna), Spanish (Destino),
Italian (Gruppo Editoriale Mauri Spagnol) Slovenian (Hart
Publishing) and German (Diana Verlag)

(Tandem)

 A sight on the endearing love story
between a widowed man and a married

woman, and the emotional journey they will
embark together.

Upmarket
Commercial

Maria Barbal

Original title: Tàndem
Original language: Catalan

176 pages
Published in 2019

Grupo Planeta 3



EL ÚLTIMO
VAGÓN

An endearing retrospective journey, inspired by the true story of
wagon-schools.
Netflix's adaptation has reached the 6th position in the global
top 10.

3
4

2
1

A promising author: Doñate's debut has been translated into 11
languages and sold 25,000 copies in Germany in less than 3 months. 

Already sold to 5 languages: Spanish (Urano), Italian (Giangiacomo
Feltrinelli Editore), German (Thiele Verlag), Turkish (Kutu
Yayinlari) and Romanian (Rao).

(The Last Wagon)

An emotive story to discover the true
meaning of friendship, the significance of

growing up, and the impact and inspiration
that many teachers provide

Ángeles Doñate

Contemporany

Original title: El Último Vagón
Original language: Spanish

192 pages
Published in 2019

Urano 4



LA TIERRA DEL
SILENCIO ROTO

The crimes, the mystery and mysticism surrounding the heirs of a
monastic order dissolved centuries ago.

A fantastic debut novel that offers an unsettling thriller built in
two interspersed times: the present and the past.

3
4

2
1

For fans of Dan Brown or Cathedral of the Sea.

Set in the ruins of Escaladei's monastery, one of the most
beautiful yet intriguing Catalan rural areas. 

(The Land of Broken Silence)

A gripping historical thriller full of
atmosphere, mystery, and conspiracies

Cristina Fornós

Historical
Thriller

Original title:
La Tierra del Silencio Roto

Original language: Spanish
416 pages

Published in 2023
Penguin Random House
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Y QUE
NADIE SEPA NADA

Overflowing with humor and erotism, Y que Nadie Sepa Nada easily
hooks the reader with its fresh plot.

Finally a conflict that goes beyond coming out of the closet!

3
4

2
1

Written in a close, friendly tone, in first person, combining stories
of friendship and fun side plots.

Being a genre on the rise, there is still a lot of room for new
LGTBQ+ authors to break through with stories like this one.

(And Let
Nobody Find Out)

In this new and refreshing Spanish-style LGTBQ+
romcom, Alberto will find himself having to choose

between his love life and a promising career

Alfonso Muñoz

LGTBI+
RomCom

Original title:
Y que Nadie Sepa Nada

Original language: Spanish
412 pages

Published in 2023
Ediciones Versátil 6



LA IMPORTANCIA
DE TU NOMBRE

A breathtaking psychological thriller with a clear question: Where is
the line when it comes to protecting your loved ones?

A suffocating setting that will stick in the reader's mind for a
long time.

3
4

2
1

A brilliantly resolved ending, with no gaps.

From one of the most fascinating authors of contemporary
Spanish thrillers.

(The Importance
of Your Name)

A disturbing thriller with a brutal premise: the life
of a renowned therapist explodes when she is caught

in a stranger's dark psychological game

Clara Peñalver

Thriller

Original title:
La Importancia de tu Nombre

Original language: Spanish
352 pages

Published in 2022
Penguin Random House
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L'ANY QUE
VAIG ESTIMAR

L'AVA GARDNER

Based on the polemic, (yet now most-fotgotten) stay of the actress
in Spain!

The big hit of the moment in Catalan literature, being the winner
of the 56th Prudenci Bertrana Award!

3
4

2
1

A small fisherman village in the Catalan coast recieves Pop
Culture idols such as Ava Gardner or Frank Sinatra.

Narration takes place in the fifties Costa Brava, one of the most
known coasts of Spain for its beauty.

(The Year I Loved Ava
Gardner)

A bright, delicious story filled with nostalgia and
glamour, that fictionalize the days Ava Gardner shot

in Tosa de Mar.

Jordi Solé

Historical

Original title:
L’any que vaig estimar l’Ava Gardner

Original language: Catalan
400 pages

Published in 2023
Grupo Planeta 8



EL SOMRIURE
DELS DOFINS

A piece of self-fiction that explores reality from the 80's until the
present day.

A beautiful, intelligent and light dialogue between contemporaneity
and the cultural legacy that our LGBTIQ+ predecessors have left us.

3
4

2
1

An unmissable autobiography about the discovery of world and
sexual desire.

Being published in 2023, it's now in its second edition!

(Dolphin's Smile)

A brilliant coming-of-age novel: a story
about initiation, the discovery of the world

and one's identity

Franc esc Soler

Contemporany

Original title:
El somriure dels dofins

Original language: Catalan
272 pages

Published in 2023
Grupo Planeta 9



NEKO
CAFÉ

An endearing novel, refreshing and original in its approach to the
art of being happy.

A reflection of the many positive aspects cohabitation and
company of cats may have over mental health and happiness.

3

4

2
1

An astonishing success, sold into 14 languages: Catalan, Spanish, 
German, Italian, French, Portuguese, Serbian, Hungarian, Hebrew,
Greek, Polish, Turkish, Romanian and Latvian!

A must-have for all cat enjoyers!

If you live right, you
don’t need seven lives to be happy.

Just one is enough

Anna Sólyom

Narrative
Inspirational

Original title: Neko Café
Original language: Spanish

200 pages
Published in 2021

Enciclopèdia Catalana 10



Non-
Fiction



JAPONÉS EN
VIÑETAS

A different and easy-to-follow Japanese
course, an ideal tool to learn the basics of

this language.

Marc Bernabé

Educative

A simple yet effective and fun way of learning Japanese through
the texts present in the most popular mangas.

Clear explanations and educational exercises make this work a
reference in its field.

3
4

2
1

A visual product, being this a key point for teaching didactically its
content, but also a remarkable tool to catch the buyer's attention.

With the fast-increasing popularity of manga all around the world,
this book has an evergrowing pool of potential buyers.

(Learn Japanese with Manga)

Rights
sold

in English!

Original title:
Japonés en Viñetas

Original language: Spanish
384 pages

Published in 2019
NORMA

11



EL PEQUEÑO
GRAN LIBRO

DE LA ANSIEDAD

Cases uses a clear visual metaphor for representing the fight
against anxiety: little steps to overcome a giant staircase.

He is not only an expert in anxiety, but has also suffered from it,
so his advice comes from a place of understanding and first-
hand experience.

3
4

2
1

He is also the creator of BYE BYE ANXIETY, a popular company
dedicated to helping anyone who needs help with this pathology.

His book THE BRAIN OF HAPPY PEOPLE has been sold to 8
territories (Spain, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Brazil, Russia, Eslovenia,
and Greece) being in its 7th edition in Spanish.

(The Small, Big Book of
Anxiety)

Baby steps in the path to taking charge of
your anxiety

Ferran Cases
35k followers on Instagram.

Self-helpIn its
4th

edition

Original title:
El Pequeño Gran Libro de la Ansiedad

Original language: Spanish
240 pages

Published in 2023
Grupo Planeta
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GENIOTIPO

The revolutionary theory of the "geniotype", a self-knowledge
tool intended to mark a new era in the world of personal
development.
The result of ten years of research on human talent in
collaboration with experts from multiple disciplines.

3
4

2

1

A helping hand to identify our innate aptitudes, through numerous
practical examples, anecdotes and questionnaires.

Sold to 6 languages (Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Italian,
Romanian and Polish) and now on its 5th edition in Spanish!

("Geniotype")

Learn to recognize your own talent
and become the best version of yourself

Tony Estruch
22k followers on Instagram

Self-
knowledge

Original title: Geniotipo
Original language: Spanish

232 pages
Published in 2022

Grupo Planeta
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NAMASTÉ

In a time when all kinds of spiritual practices such as yoga or
meditation are growing popular in the West, this book explores
their roots.
This is the result of years of exploring and writing secretly
about India, the cradle of spirituality and wellness.

3
4

2

1

From the authors of the international hit Ikigai, which sold more
than 2M copies in more than 65 languages.

It has been sold in 32 languages in less than a year!

(Namaste)

The Indian way to happiness

Héctor García
A total of 43K followers in Instagram

& Francesc Miralles
33k followers in Instagram

Inspirational

Original title: Namasté
Original language: Spanish

224 pages
Published in 2022

Urano 14



LA FUERZA
DE SER ALTAMENTE

SENSIBLE

This book is a guide for anyone and everyone, to understand
acute sensitivity as a positive value and not as a problem.

An extensive overview of the most necessary concepts for
highly sensitive people for daily use.

3
4

2
1

A new topic with a lot of attention from the media.

Now on its second edition and sold in 3 languages (Spanish,
Portuguese and Arabic)!

(The Power of Being Highly
Sensible)

Tips and tricks to turn a Highly
Sensitive Person's traits into superpowers

Meritxell Garcia

Self-
knowledge

Original title:
La Fuerza de ser Altamente Sensible

Original language: Spanish
328 pages

Published in 2022
Penguin Random House
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LA LEY
DEL REFLEJO

A useful metaphor broken down into practical elements to help
you live your most authentic self.

Recently sold in Arabic, this book is divided into 4 practical and
clearly distinguished parts, in order to have an easier approach
to the reader.

3
4

2
1

Self-help tinged with philosophy and deep thought from an expert
in the field of personal development.

Prologue from the acclaimed author of Ikigai, Francesc Miralles.

(The Law of Reflection)

How to pin down the self-deception
that is the cause of your suffering

Xavier Guix

Psicology

Original title: La Ley del Reflejo
Original language: Spanish

240 pages
Published in 2022

RBA 16



MAZAL

A revolutionary and meaningful overview on how to reach
prosperity through the power of the expression "Mazal Tov"
(Good Luck).

A fantastic overview on the usefulness of ancient customs that
deserved the Urano Award 2023.

3
4

2

1

Francesc is a worldwide reference of personal growth, and his
works have been translated into more than 65 languages

Sold in Spanish, Hebrew and Romanian, and open deals in Indian
and Arabic.

A helping hand to reach the true
secret of prosperity through Hebrew

ancient roots 

Francesc Miralles
33k followers in Instagram

Self-help

Original title: Mazal
Original language: Spanish

224 pages
Published in 2023

Urano 17



DINEROGRAMA

A must-read for those who are interested in financial tranquility.

A first step towards learning basic financial education, a subject
missing in the docent programs of many countries.

3
4

2
1

An innovative and engaging approach to financial education.

An easy read, with a light tone, from a renowned expert in Spain
and Latin America, sold in Spain, Brazil and Portugal.

("Moneygram")

A guide to achieving wealth, knowing
yourself better and transforming your

relationship with money 

Nacho Mühlenb erg
48k followers on Instagram

Financial
Education

Original title: Dinerograma
Original language: Spanish

288 pages
Published in 2022

Penguin Random House 18



ESTO NO
SE DICE

Childhood sexual abuse victims are 10 times more likely to commit
suicide: this is the sincerest testament of a man who bet on living.

An emotional, honest and beautiful depiction of Paloma’s
tremendous childhood, that could be relatable to many.

3
4

2
1

Brave enough to adventure through many necessary -yet taboo-
topics.

One of the most important writers in Spanish nowadays, being an
internationally renowned bestseller author.

(We don't Talk
About that)

A necessary depiction of the greatest evils we
face: sexual abuse, bullying, depression... All through

many childhood memories of Alejandro Palomas

Alejandro Palomas

Narrative
Non-fiction

Original title:
Esto no se Dice

Original language: Spanish
256 pages

Published in 2022
Grupo Planeta

19



TU MENTALIDAD
BUENA SURTE

Rovira's solo continuation of Buena Suerte, a cultural landmark
with over 4.000.000 copies sold.

Brilliantly structured into 30 stories accompanied by real
examples and exercises to put into practice the lessons learned.

3

4

2
1

From a successful and renowned Spanish businessman, writer,
economist, international speaker and consultor, sharing his own
experience to reach an original and positive type of mentality.

Destined to be the next best-seller on self-help, already sold in
Spanish and Turkish.

(Your Mentallity Good Luck)

A brilliant approach to positiveness
through 30 lessons full of exercises, real

examples and fables from the author

Álex Rovira
293k followers on Instagram

Self-help

Original title:
Tu Mentalidad Buena Suerte
Original language: Spanish

256 pages
Published in 2023

Grupo Planeta
20

Second
Edition!



MANEKI
NEKO

A fun new look into Japanese culture
and the ways it can help us lead a more

fulfilling life

Suzuki Nobuo

Self-help

From the authors of IKIGAI under a pseudonym, the international
phenomenon in self-help that has sold over 2M copies.

An extensive look at the many symbols and rituals that exist in
Japanese culture to attract good luck and ward off calamity.

3
4

2
1

Héctor García has been living in Tokyo since 2004, and his
webpage kirainet.com, is a worldwide reference in Japanese pop
culture with more than a million monthly visits.

The last number on the series that explains Japanese cultural
concepts, such as Wabi-Sabi (24 languages) and Ganbatte (20
languages).

Sold in

7
languages 

Original title: Maneki Neko
Original language: Spanish

194 pages
Published in 2022

Ediciones Obelisco 21



NEUROCUÍDATE

A work that combines neuroscience
and well-being to help us live better

Sara Teller
4k followers on Instagram

Well-Being

An original approach to well-being, with the excellent addition of
an elaborated scientific research to back all arguments.

His book THE BRAIN OF HAPPY PEOPLE has been sold to 8
territories (Spain, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Brazil, Russia,
Eslovenia, and Greece) being in its 7th edition in Spanish.

In a time when stress and anxiety are evergrowing in our
society, Neurocuídate is a must-have in order to reach a happier
routine with mental and emocional fullnes.

2

3

1

Original title: Neurocuídate
Original language: Spanish

384 pages
Published in 2023

Aguilar, Penguin Random House 22

Second
Edition!



SENTIR

A practical lecture, full of resources and tools to work with, to live
a more fulfilling life with the ones you love by understanding
one's emotions.

From an expert on emotional education, distinguished in the
field of conscious parenting.3

4

2
1

A must-read nowadays, when there is practically no time for self-
reflection.

Tirado is an acclaimed author, and her works have met great
success, such as Rabietas (6 languages) or Límites (4 languages).

A trip to learn and accompany your
emotions to reach deeper and more

meaningful bonds

Míriam Tirado
133k followers on Instagram

Self-
knowledge

(To Feel)

Original title: Sentir
Original language: Spanish

272 pages
Published in 2023

Penguin Random House 23



SOLOSOFÍA

An invitation to take control of your destiny with anything other
than your decisions and choices.

A self-growth book that teaches that being alone is not the same
as feeling alone, on the contrary: it can be the key to happiness.

3
4

2
1

A light, easy-to-follow style, that strongly encourages the reader
to take action.

One of the practical self-growth books being a sensation in
Europe: already sold in 11 languages! 

(Solosophy)

The art of feeling complete and
enjoying life without the need of

someone else

Nika Vázquez

Practical
Self-Growth

Original title: Solosofía
Original language: Spanish

192 pages
Published in 2022

RBA 24



Children &
Young Adult



ARMARIOS
Y BARRICADAS

Young
Adult

A promising Boys Love committed
to social rights and LGTBIQ+ struggle

Adrià Aguacil

A story of vindication that will mark young people, but also adults.

PRH bets on a big promotional campaign: advertising on social
networks, organic content for networks, featured book for Sant
Jordi, POS material...

3
4

2
1

A must-read for fans of Heartstopper, Call Me By Your Name,
Young Mungo, Sex Education or Guys Like You.

Aguacil has a promising career: his debut sold 3000 copies in
Catalan, and was widely recognized and awarded.

(Closets and Barricades)

Original title: Armarios y Barricadas
 Original language:

Spanish & Catalan
384 pages

Published in 2023
Penguin Random House
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EL SUEÑO
DE MIA

A mind-blowing adventure through the AI!

M. J. Bausá & Marta R. Costa-Jussà

Middle
Grade

The first novel about artificial intelligence -the great revolution of
our times- aimed at young readers.

It successfully explains complicated technological knowledge to
a non-expert audience.

3
4

2
1

Written by one undeniable expert on the matter!

Friendship and camaraderie take the central stage.

(Mia's Dream)

Original title: El Sueño de Mia
Original language: Spanish

352 pages
Published in 2023

Grupo Planeta 26



LA PUERTA
DE LOS TRES
CERROJOS

 An exciting trip through the quantum world

Sonia Fernández-Vidal

Middle
Grade

One of our LONGSELLERS, with over 28 editions in Spain and 10 live
translations (Italian, Japanese, German, Korean, Simplified Chinese,
Romanian, Complex Chinese, Slovenian, Russian and Polish)!
An innovative fusion of mystery and quantum physics for
children from 9 to 99, that illustrates with simplicity the
mysteries of the universe.

3
4

2

1

The author is one of the 100 most creative according to Forbes.

Fernández-Vidal's previous books have met great success!

(The Three Bolted Door)

Original title:
La Puerta de los Tres Cerrojos

Original language: Spanish
208 pages

Published in 2011
Grupo Planeta

27



A LES TEVES
SABATES

Mimi's new socks let her put herself in her
loved ones' place

Meritxell García Roig

Illustrated

An endearing tale on the magic of empathy, perfect to read with
the smaller ones.

It shows kids how to see the world through somebody else's
eyes.

3
4

2
1

Fantastic colorful illustrations that will enchant small ones and
grown ups alike!

From a renowned coach, expert in empathy, author of La Fuerza
de Ser Altamente Sensible.

(In Your Shoes)

Original title:
A les Teves Sabates

Original language: Catalan
48 pages

Published in 2021
La Galera
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EL PAÍS
DELS OCELLS
SENSE ALES

Middle
Grade

A touching metaphor about war and
refugees

Nadia Ghulam

A fantastic and empathetic way of opening the subject of refugees
and the consequences of war to children.

It gently touches harsh but real problems of our society, present
but often hidden at bare sight.

3
4

2
1

Beautiful, whimsical illustrations.

From a prestigious author: Nadia Ghulam's memoir, The Secret of My
Turban, has 11 live languages (Catalan, Basque, Spanish, French, German,
Lithuanian, Estonian, Portuguese, Romanian, Croatian and Polish)!

(The Country of Wingless Birds)

Original title:
El país dels ocells sense ales

Original language:
Catalan & Spanish

40 pages
Published in 2020

La Galera
29



SOFÍA Y
LA PALABRA

SALVAJE

Illustrated

A wonderful way to teach children to be
careful with their language

Purificación Hernández

The book of a beloved author & illustrator, sold in Spanish and
Greek!

An amusing yet important reflection for kids on the power of
words.

3
4

2
1

It contains many funny and endearing illustrations!

A perfect tale to share values and spend time with kids before
they go to sleep.

(Sofía and the Wild Word)

Original title:
Sofía y la Palabra Salvaje

Original language: Spanish
32 pages

Published in 2021
Penguin Random House
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CUENTOS
PARA TENER

VALOR

35 stories to grow beyond the limits we
believe we have, take control of our destiny,

and build the future we desire

Francesc Miralles & Álex Rovira Celma

Illustrated

A book from the bestselling authors who have been translated into
many languages, sold already in Catalan, Spanish, Romanian and Polish.

It offers young readers the fundamental keys to learn from
obstacles and become the protagonists of their existence.

3
4

2
1

The perfect book to acquire strength, self-confidence and self-
esteem.

The last hit of a successful three-book saga.

(Tales for Courage)

Original title:
Cuentos Para Tener Valor

Original language: Spanish
176 pages

Published in 2021
Grupo Planeta
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CUENTOS
PARA NIÑAS Y
NIÑOS FELICES

Illustrated

A collection of stories to look
at life from a positive, creative and

fulfilling perspective

Francesc Miralles & Álex Rovira Celma

A book from the bestselling authors who have been translated into
many languages, sold already in Catalan, Spanish, Romanian and Polish.

35 therapeutic stories on self-esteem, management of
frustration, overcoming and effort.

3
4

2
1

It includes a detailed guide with tips for parents and educators!

The sequel to the great success "Cuentos para quererte mejor".

(Tales for Happy Kids)

Original title:
Cuentos Para Niñas y Niños Felices

Original language: Spanish
176 pages

Published in 2020
Grupo Planeta
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CUENTOS
PARA QUERERTE

MEJOR

Illustrated

A book for improving our self-esteem
through stories that spark imagination,

humor, and self-love

Francesc Miralles & Álex Rovira Celma

A book from the bestselling authors who have been translated into
many languages, sold already in Catalan, Spanish, Polish, Romanian,
Italian, Portuguese and Croatian.
The most valuable gift in the world to give to our children:
confidence in themselves and in their future, self-love, and healthy
relationships.

3
4

2
1

Now on its 8th edition in Spanish!

The grand hit that started the successful three-book saga!

(Tales for Loving Yourself Better)

Original title:
Cuentos Para Quererte Mejor

Original language: Spanish
176 pages

Published in 2018
Grupo Planeta
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